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In this paper we study optimal control problems governed by semilinear elliptic
equations in the presence of pointwise state constraints. Since no convexity
condition is assumed on data of the problem, we define a relaxed control problem,
prove the existence of relaxed solutions, and give some relaxation results. By
adapting the penalty method of Berkovitz, we prove a Pontryagin's minimum
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1. INTRODUCTION
N  .Let V be a bounded open subset in R N G 2 with a Lipschitz
boundary G and let A be a second order differential operator defined by
 . N   .  .. Ay x s y D a x D y x D denotes the partial derivate withi, js1 j i j i i
.respect to x . Consider control problems for semilinear elliptic equationsi
of the form
­ y
Ay q F x , y s 0 in V , q C s, y , ¨ s 0 on G , 1 .  .  .
­ nA
where ­r­ n denotes the conormal derivate with respect to A, F and CA
 .are Caratheodory functions precise assumptions are stated in Section 2 ,Â
` .and ¨ g L G is a control variable. Set the following control and state
constraints:
¨ g V s ¨ g L` G N ¨ s g V for almost every s g G , 4 .  .
g x , y x F 0 for every x g V 2 .  . .
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 .V is a compact subset of R and the mapping g is continuous on V = R .
Consider the control problem
1inf J y , ¨ N y , ¨ g C V l H V = V , .  .  .  .  .
y , ¨ satisfies 1 and 2 , P4 .  .  .  .
with
J y , ¨ s F x , y x dx q G s, y s , ¨ s ds. .  .  .  . .  .H H
V G
In recent years, some papers have been devoted to optimality conditions
w x  .for such problems 8, 7, 1, 11 . Typically Eq. 1 may correspond to some
 . 4 4well known physical laws. For example C s, y, ¨ s y y ¨ corresponds to
the Stefan]Boltzmann radiation boundary condition. Other examples are
w xgiven in 1 .
w xAs was noted by Olech 16 , ``Without checking the existence of the
minimum we seek, we may be led to a wrong conclusion, from the
necessary conditions.'' The existence theory for the above class of prob-
w xlems is closely related to the Q-property due to Cesari 11, Chap. 3 .
w xExcept in particular cases 18 , problems which do not obey the Q-property
may have no solution. In such cases it is now classical to associate a
relaxed control problem with the original problems. The main purpose of
 .this paper is to study a relaxed problem associated with P , both to obtain
existence results and to prove minimum principles. There exists an exten-
w xsive literature on relaxation of control problems 23, 10, 22 and different
approaches to define a relaxed problem. Historically the first relaxation
method for control problems is based on the notion of Young measures
w x  .23, 25 . For problem P , it is the most appropriate because the relaxed
Äproblem has the same structure as the initial problem. The set V of
relaxed controls consists of weak-star measurable functions s from G into
the space of Radon probability measures on V see Section 3 for more
.details . The relaxed state equation is then defined by
­ y
sAy q F x , y s 0 in V , q C s, y , s s 0 on G , 3 .  .  .
­ nA
 s.  . s .with C s, y, s s H C s, y, l ds l . The relaxed control problem isV
inf J y , s N y , s .  .
1 Äg C V l H V = V , y , s satisfies 2 and 3 , RP .  .  .  .  .  .4 .
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where
J y , s s F x , y x dx q G s, y s , s s ds .  .  . .  .H H
V G
s F x , y x dx q G s, y s , l ds s l ds. .  .  . .  .H HH
V G V
 .  .A solution of 1 will be called an ordinary state and a solution of 3 will
be called a relaxed state. We prove that the set of ordinary states is dense
1  .  ..for the topology of C V l H V in the set of relaxed states and that
1 .  .  .the set of relaxed states is compact in C V l H V Corollary 5.3 .
 .These are the key arguments to prove the existence of solutions for RP
 .  .Theorem 5.4 . Therefore the relaxed problem RP passes two of the
 .classical tests required in relaxation theory Theorem 5.4 . Another impor-
tant question is to decide if the equality
inf P s inf RP .  .
w xholds. In this case, the relaxation is said to be proper. As noticed in 9 and
w x21 , properness of the relaxation is related to stability conditions of the
infimum of the original problem with respect to perturbations of the state
constraints. Another condition of stability, stronger than the condition
ensuring the properness of the relaxation intervenes to obtain Pontryagin's
principle in qualified form. These conditions are analyzed in Section 5. In
particular, Proposition 5.10 seems to be new. In Sections 6 and 7 we prove
Pontryagin's principles for the relaxed problem.
In the framework of relaxed control problems, it has been highlighted by
w x w xBerkovitz 4 that the penalty method developed by McShane 12 for
mathematical programming problems in the finite dimensional case can be
adapted to get optimality conditions for optimal control problems. Subse-
quently, this method has been widely used by many authors in different
w x w xcontexts 5, 13, 14, 24 . It was pointed out by Papageorgiou 17 that the
adaptation to problems governed by partial differential equations requires
a careful analysis in the case of quasilinear equations. The reason is the
following. When we transpose the penalty method from the finite dimen-
sional case to the infinite dimensional case, penalized terms expressed by
Euclidean norms in R N must be replaced by penalized terms expressed by
 2 .norms in Hilbert spaces for example, Lebesgue spaces of L type . For
quasilinear equations we have to deal with Banach spaces and the adapta-
tion requires specific work. We encounter similar difficulties when we
consider control problems governed by partial differential equations in the
presence of pointwise state constraints. Indeed in this case pointwise state
constraints are meaningful if control variables belong to Lebesgue spaces
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of Lq type with q ) Nr2. This is the reason why results presented in
Sections 6 and 7 are not only a technical adaptation to problems governed
by partial differential equations of previous results obtained for problems
governed by ordinary differential equations.
2. ASSUMPTIONS
In all subsequent text, q and r denote positive numbers satisfying
q ) Nr2 and r ) N y 1.
` .Assumption 1. The coefficients a of the operator A belong to L Vi j
and satisfy the condition
N N
2< <m j F a x j j . 0 i i j i j
i , js1 i , js1
Nfor every j g R and every x g V , with m ) 0.0
q . To correctly define the boundary operator ­r­ n , we set W V s y gA A
1 . q .4 5 5 1 5 5H V N Ay g L V . Endowed with the norm y ª y q Ay ,H V . q, V
q . w xW V is a reflexive Banach space. Following 1 , we define the conormalA
derivate with respect to A as a bounded linear operator ­r­ n ' B fromA
q .  1r2 ..  1r2 ..W V into H G 9 the topological dual of H G byA
­ y
, g f s a D yD f dx y Ayf dxH H0 i j i j ;­ n 1r2 1r2 V VA   ..  . i , jH G 9=H G
q . 1 .for every y g W V and every f g H V , where g denotes the traceA 0
operator. In the problem that we consider, we look for state variables y
q . r .such that Ay g L V and By g L G . So, we introduce the space
W q , r V s y g H 1 V N Ay g Lq V and By g Lr G . 4 .  .  .  .A , B
5 5 1 5 5 5 5 q, r  .Endowed with the norm y ª y q Ay q By , W V is aH V . q, V r , G A, B
reflexive Banach space, denoted by Y for simplicity. Let A* be the formal
 N   . ..adjoint of A A*y s y D a x D y . As previously, we can definei, js1 i i j j
q  .  1r2 .B* s ­r­ n as a bounded linear operator from W V into H G 9,A* A*
q  . q .where W V is defined by replacing A by A* in the definition of W VA* A
 w x . 5 5 5 5see 1 for more details . The notation ? and ? stands forl, V l, G
5 5 l 5 5 l? and ? .L V . L G .
Assumption 2. F and F are Caratheodory functions from V = R intoÂ
 .  . 1R. For almost every x g R, F x, ? and F x, ? are of class C . For every
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y g R and almost every x g V, the following estimates hold:
< < X < <F x , 0 F F x , 0 F a x F F x , y F F x h y , .  .  .  .  .  .1 0 y 1
< < < X < < <F x , y q F x , y F F x h y , .  .  .  .y 1
q . q . 1 .where F g L V , a g L V , F g L V , and h is a nondecreasing1 0 1
q q X  X.function from R into R . We have denoted by F respectively, F they y
 .partial derivate of F respectively, of F with respect to y. Throughout the
text we adopt the same kind of notation for other functions.
 .Assumption 3. C and G are Caratheodory functions from G = R = VÂ
 .  .into R. For almost every s g R and every ¨ g V, C s, ? , ¨ and G s, ? , ¨
are of class C1. For every y g R, ¨ g V, and almost every s g G, the
estimates
< < X < <C s, 0, ¨ F C s , 0 F b s F C s, y , ¨ F C s h y , .  .  .  .  .  .1 0 y 1
< < < X < < <G s, y , ¨ q G s, y , ¨ F G s h y .  .  .  .y 1
r . r . 1 .hold, where C g L G , b g L G , G g L G , and h as in Assump-1 0 1
tion 2.
 .Assumption 4. The pair a , b satisfies the ellipticity condition0 0
1
2 2 1inf a D yD y q a y dx q b y ds y g H V .H Hi j i j 0 0 / 5 /15 5y V GH V . i , j
m0s ) 0. E .m02
 .Assumption 5. g is continuous on V = R and, for every x g V, g x, ?
X is differentiable and g the derivate of g with respect to the secondy
.variable is continuous on V = R.
 .Assumption 6. The infimum of P is finite, that is, there exists at least
 .one admissible solution for P .
3. RELAXED CONTROLS
 .Recall that V is a compact subset of R. Let M V be the space of
`   ..Radon measures on V and let L G; M V be the space of weak-starw
 . < s < .measurable functions s from G into M V , satisfying ess sup s Vsg G
< s < s- `, where s denotes the total variation of the measure s . It is well
 w x. `   ..known see 23, 3 that L G; M V is a Banach space for the normw
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5 5  < s < .4s s ess sup s V and that it can be identified with the dualG sg G
1  .. `   ..space of L G; C V by associating with each s g L G; M V thew
1  ..continuous linear form on L G; C V defined by
s : f ª f s, s s ds s f s, l ds s l ds. .  .  .H HH
G G V
 .The set of boundary relaxed controls or boundary Young measures is
defined by
Ä ` sV s s g L G ; M V N s G 0, . .w
ds s l s 1 and supp s s ; V for a.e. s g G , .H 5
V
where supp s s denotes the support of the measure s s. Observe that V
Äcan be considered as a subset of V . Indeed every ¨ g V can be identified
with the boundary relaxed control d , where d denotes the Dirac¨ ?. ¨
Ämeasure concentrated at ¨ . The set V is convex, compact, and sequen-
` Ä  ..tially compact for the weak-star topology of L G; M V . Moreover, V isw
 w x w x.the closure of V for this topology see 23 and 3 .
4. RELAXED STATE EQUATION AND
ADJOINT EQUATION
4.1. Existence, Uniqueness, and Regularity of the State Variable
The proofs of Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 may be adapted from the
w xones given in 1 .
`   ..  .THEOREM 4.1. If s belongs to L G; M V , then Eq. 3 admits aw
1 .  .unique weak solution y in H V l C V . This solution satisfies
15 5 5 5 5 5y q y F C s q 1 , .H V . CV . G
 .where C ' C V, N, m is independent of s .
 . q . r .PROPOSITION 4.2. Let a, b g L V = L G be a pair of nonnegati¨ e
 .  . q .functions satisfying the ellipticity condition E . For e¨ery f , g g L V =m0
r 1 .  .  .L G , there exists a unique solution y g H V l C V of the boundary
¨alue problem
Ay q ay s f in V , By q by s g on G.
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This solution satisfies the estimate
15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5y q y F C f q g , .H V . CV . q , V r , G
 .where C s C m ) 0 does not depend on a, b, f , and g.
PROPOSITION 4.3. E¨ery function y in Y is continuous on V and the
 .imbedding from Y into C V is compact.
 .Proof. We already know that the imbedding from Y into C V is
0, aw x  . w x 5 5continuous 1, Corollary 1 . From estimate 5 in 15 we get y FC V .
5 5 5 5 . C Ay q y q By , for some 0 - a - 1 and some C ) 0. Theq, V r , G 2
 . w xestimate 5 in 15 is given for elliptic equations with mixed boundary
conditions, but the result is still true for Neumann boundary conditions
 .when an ellipticity condition E is satisfied for some m ) 0. It is clearm
 .  . .that the pair a, b ' 1, 0 satisfies such a condition for some m. There-
0, a0, a5 5 5 5  .fore we have y F C y , and since the imbedding from C VC V . Y
 .  .into C V is compact, the imbedding from Y into C V is also compact.
Ä .PROPOSITION 4.4. If y is the solution of 3 corresponding to s g V and
Ä .  .   .if y, s belongs to B 0, M = V where B 0, M is the ball in Y centeredY Y
.at 0 and of radius M , then we ha¨e
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5y y y F C Ay q F ?, y q By q C ?, y , s q s y s , .  . .Y q , V r , G G
where C is a constant depending on M but independent of y, s , y, and s .
 .  .Proof. Set f s Ay q F ?, y and h s By q C ?, y, s . The function
y y y satisfies
A y y y q a y y y s f in V , .  .
B y y y q b y y y s h q DC on G , .  .
X X1 1 .   . .  .  where a x s H F x, b y q 1 y b y db , b s s H C s, b y q 1 y0 y 0 y
s. .  .  .  .b y, s db , and DC ? s C ?, y, s y C ?, y, s . Under Assumptions 2
 .and 3 on F and C, we easily see that a, b is a pair of nonnegative
q . r .functions belonging to L V = L G and satisfying the ellipticity condi-
 .tion E . From Proposition 4.2, it follows thatm0
15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5y y y q y y y F C f q h q DC . 4 . .H V . CV . q , V r , G r , G
5  .5 5  .5It remains to estimate A y y y q B y y y . It is clear thatq, V r , G
5 5 5 5A y y y q B y y y .  .q , V r , G
5 5 5 5s f y a y y y q h y b y y y q DC .  .q , V r , G
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F f q h q a q b y y y q DC . 5 . .q , V r , G q , V r , G CV . r , G
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On the other hand,
r
r s s5 5 < < < <DC F max C s, y , l s y s V ds .  .r , G H  /
lgVG
r
r5 5 < <F s y s max C s, y , l ds. 6 .  .GH  /
lgVG
5 5 5 5  .Observing that a and b can be bounded by a constant C Mq, V r , G 2
only depending on M, the assertion of the proposition follows from
 .  .4 ] 6 .
 .PROPOSITION 4.5. Let y be a sequence weakly con¨erging to y in Yn n
 .and let s be a sequence of boundary relaxed controls con¨erging to s forn n
Äthe weak-star topology of V . Then,
Ay q F ?, y con¨erges to Ay q F ?, y .  . .n n n
qfor the weak topology of L V , .
By q C ?, y , s con¨erges to By q C ?, y , s .  . .n n n n
rfor the weak topology of L G . .
 .  .Proof. Since y weakly converges to y in Y, then Ay weaklyn n n n
q .  . r .converges to Ay in L V and By weakly converges to By in L G .n n
 .  .From Proposition 4.3, it follows that y converges to y in C V and then n
first convergence result is then obvious. To prove the second result, we
  ..  . r .have to show that C ?, y , s weakly converges to C ?, y, s in L G .n n n
r 9 .For this, observe that, for every f in L G , we have
C s, y , s y C s, y , s f ds .  . .H n n
G
F C s, y , s y C s, y , s f ds .  . .H n
G
1 X < < < <q C s, yb q 1 y b y , s db y y y f ds . .H H y n n n
G 0
5 5 5 5F C s, y , s y C s, y , s f ds q C y y y f . .  . .H CV . r 9 , Gn n
G
This completes the proof.
4.2. Adjoint Equation
Since we deal with control problems with pointwise state constraints, the
 .adjoint equation for RP is an elliptic equation with measures as data. Let
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w xus recall some results stated in 1 for such equations. For every pair of
 . q . r .nonnegative functions a, b g L V = L G satisfying the ellipticity con-
 .dition E , we consider the boundary value problemm0
A*p q ap s m in V , B*p q bp s m on G , 7 .V G
where m s m q m is a Radon measure on V, m is the restriction of mV G V
to V, and m is the restriction of m to G. By definition, a functionG
1, 1 .  .  . 1 .p g W V is a weak solution of 7 if and only if ap, bp g L V =
1 .L G and
 :a D fD p q af p dx q bf p ds s s , mH H CV .=M V .i j i j /
V Gi , j
for every f g W 1, ` V . .
w xTHEOREM 4.6 1, Theorem 4 . For e¨ery pair of nonnegati¨ e functions
 . q . r .  .a, b g L V = L G satisfying the ellipticity condition E and e¨erym0
 .  .m g M V the space of Radon measures on V , there exists a unique
1, 1 .p g W V satisfying together the conditions
p is a solution of 7 , p g W 1, t V for e¨ery 1 F t - Nr N y 1 , .  .  .
 :  :pAy dx q pBy ds s y , A*p q y , B*pH H C V .=M V . CG .=M G .b b
V G
  .for e¨ery y g Y M V denotes the space of bounded Radon measures on Vb
 . .and C V denotes the space of bounded continuous functions on V .b
 .Moreo¨er, for e¨ery 1 F t - Nr N y 1 , there exists a positi¨ e constant
 .  .C t ' C m , V, t , not depending on a, b, m, such that0
1, t5 5 5 5p F C t m . .W V . M V .
5. EXISTENCE AND RELAXATION RESULTS
5.1. Existence Theorem for the Relaxed Control Problem
 .PROPOSITION 5.1. Let s be a sequence of boundary relaxed controlsn n
Äcon¨erging to s for the weak-star topology of V . If y denotes the solution ofn
 .  .3 corresponding to s , then the sequence y strongly con¨erges to y inn n n s
1 .  .   . .H V l C V y is the solution of 3 corresponding to s .s
Proof. Observe that
5 5 5 5 1 5 5 5 5y s y q Ay q ByY H V . q , V r , Gn n n n
5 5 1 5 5 5 5s y q F ?, y q C ?, y , s . .  .H V . q , V r , Gn n n
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Due to Theorem 4.1 and to Assumptions 2 and 3, there exists a positive
5 5  .constant C such that y F C. Since the imbedding from Y into C V isYn
 .compact, there exist y g C V and a subsequence, still indexed by n, such
 .that y converges to y uniformly on V. On the other hand, observe thatn n
the function y y y is the solution ofn s
A y y y q a x y y y s 0 in V , .  .  .n s n n s
B y y y q b s y y y s C s, y , s y s on G , .  .  .  .n s n n s s n
1 X   . . 1 X where a s H F ?, b y q 1 y b y db and b s H C ?, b y q 1 yn 0 y n s n 0 y n
. s.  .  .b y , s db. Since a , b satisfies the ellipticity condition E , wes n n m0
have
m0 2 s s15 5y y y F C s, y , s y C s, y , s y y y ds . .  . .H V . Hn s s s n n s2 G
s sF C s, y , l y y y d s y s l ds . 4 .  .  . .HH s n s n
G V
Ä .  Since s converges to s for the weak-star topology of V and C ?,n n
. ..  . . 1  ..y , ? y y y converges to C ?, y , ? y y y in L G; C V , thens n s n s s
 . 1 .y converges to y in H V . It is clear that the function y ' y andn n s s
1 .  .  .that the original sequence y converges to y in H V l C V .n n s
Remark 5.2. With Proposition 5.1, we can prove that the mapping
 .  .y, s ª J y, s is sequentially continuous for the weak-star topology of
ÄY = V .
Let us finally mention an interesting result on the connection between
Ä 4  4Y s y N ¨ g V , the set of classical states, and Y s y N s g V , the¨ r s
set of relaxed states.
COROLLARY 5.3. Under Assumptions 1]6, we ha¨e the following:
1 .  .  .1 Y is sequentially compact for the usual topology of C V l H V .r
 .  .2 Y is dense in Y endowed with the usual topology of C V lr
1 .H V .
 .  .Proof. 1 Let y ; Y be a bounded sequence of trajectories corre-k k r
Ä .sponding to a sequence of relaxed controls s . Since V is weak-stark k
sequentially compact, there exist a subsequence, still indexed by k, and
Ä  .s g V such that s weak-star converges to s . Due to Proposition 5.1,k k
1 .  .  .  .the sequence y converges in C V l H V to y , the solution of 3k k s
 .corresponding to s . This completes the proof of 1 .
Ä Ä .  .2 Let y the solution of 3 correspond to s g V . Since V is thes
 `   ...closure of V for the weak-star topology of L G; M V , then therew
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 .exists a sequence ¨ ; V converging to s for the weak-star topology ofk
Ä  .V . Due to Proposition 5.1, the sequence y converges to y in¨ k sk1 .  .C V l H V and the proof is complete.
 .THEOREM 5.4. If Assumption 1]6 are satisfied, then RP admits at least
one solution.
 .Proof. With Assumptions 2, 3, and 6, we can easily prove that inf RP
Ä .  .g R. Let s be a minimizing sequence for RP . Since V is weak-starn n
Äsequentially compact, there exist s g V and a subsequence, still indexed
Ä .by n, such that s converges to s for the weak-star topology of V .n n
 .  .Recalling Remark 5.2, we obtain lim J y , s s J y , s . On thenª` s n sn
  ..other hand, observe that g x, y x F 0 for every x g V. By passing tosn
the limit in this inequality and taking Proposition 5.1 into account, we
  ..  .obtain g x, y x F 0 for every x g V. Therefore y , s is a solution ofs s
 .RP .
5.2. Some Stability Results
Let us define
inf J y , ¨ N y , ¨ g Y = V , y , ¨ satisfies 1 and .  .  .  .
g x , y x F d for all x g V . P .  . . 4 d
 w x.  .DEFINITION 5.5 see 7 . Problem P is weakly stable on the right if
 .  .  .inf P s lim inf P . Problem P is strongly stable on the right ifd o 0 d
there exist d ) 0 and l ) 0 such that0
w xinf P y inf P F ld for every d g 0, d . .  .d 0
 .PROPOSITION 5.6. Problem RP is weakly stable on the right. Moreo¨er,
 .  .  .  .if for e¨ery d ) 0, y , s is an e d solution of P and if lim e d sd d d d ª 0
Ä .  .0, then e¨ery cluster point y, s for the weak-star topology of Y = V of
 . 4  .y , s , d ) 0 is a solution of RP .d d
 .  . Con¨ersely, e¨ery solution y, s of RP is a cluster point for the
Ä .  . 4weak-star topology of Y = V of a sequence y , s , j g N such thatd dj j
 .  .  .y , s is an e d solution of P , where d ) 0 and lim d s 0.d d j d j jª` jj j j
Remark 5.7. This kind of result has been already stated in the frame-
 w xwork of relaxation theory see 9 , which deals with control problems
w x w xgoverned by elliptic equations; see also 20 and 21 for a theoretical point
.of view .
 .The relaxed control problem RP gives some informations on the limit
 .behavior of the perturbed control problems P , d ) 0, associated withd
the initial problem. More precisely, we have the following proposition see
w x.9, 21 .
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 .PROPOSITION 5.8. If Assumptions 1]6 are satisfied, then inf RP s
 .lim inf P .d o 0 d
Generally, on account of the state constraints, the relaxation is not
 .  .proper, in the sense that min RP is not equal to inf P . However, we have
the following result.
COROLLARY 5.9. Consider the following statements:
 .  .  .i inf RP s inf P ,
 .   ..  .  .ii Arg inf RP l Y = V s Arg inf P ,
 .  .iii P is weakly stable on the right.
 .  .  .Statements i and iii are equi¨ alent and, if the problem P admits a
 .  .  .solution, then i , ii , and iii are equi¨ alent.
The proof is a direct consequence of Propositions 5.6 and 5.8 and the
 .  .definition of Arg inf P and Arg inf RP . We finally set a result which
 .  .links together the notions of strong stability on the right for RP and P .
PROPOSITION 5.10. The two following assertions are equi¨ alent.
RP is strongly stable on the right and P is weakly stable on the right . .  .
8 .
P is strongly stable on the right . 9 .  .
 .  .  .Proof. If 8 is satisfied, then inf P s min RP and there exist d ) 00
 .  . w xand l ) 0 such that min RP y min RP F ld for every d g 0, d . Ond 0
w xthe other hand, notice that we have 9, Theorem 3
inf RP F inf P F inf RP F inf P for every d ) 0. 10 .  .  .  .  .d d
It follows that
inf P y inf P s inf P y min RP q min RP y inf P .  .  .  .  .  . .  .d d d d
F inf P y min RP F ld . .  .d
 .  .  .Conversely, if P satisfies 9 , then P is weakly stable on the right,
 .  .  .inf P s min RP , and there exist d ) 0 and l ) 0 such that inf P y0
 . w x w xinf P F ld for every d g 0, d . For d g 0, d , consider the sequenced 0 0
 .  . w xd defined by d s d q d y d rn g 0, d . Since d ) d , for then n n 0 0 n
 .  .  .  .same reasons as in 10 and with 9 , we have inf P F inf RP andd dn
 .  .  .  .inf P y inf P F ld . Then, inf P y inf RP F ld . By passing to thed n d nn
 .  .  .limit, we get inf P y inf RP F ld . That is, RP is strongly stable on thed
right. The proof is complete.
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 .6. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS FOR RP IN
NONQUALIFIED FORM
Before stating Pontryagin's principle, we introduce some notation. Given
a G 0, we define the boundary Hamiltonian function H by
H s, y , ¨ , p , a s a G s, y , ¨ q pC s, y , ¨ .  .  .
for every s, y , ¨ , p g G = R = V = R. .
 .  .THEOREM 6.1. Let y, s be a solution of RP . There exist a G 0,
1, t  .  .p g F W V , and m g M V such that1Ft - NrNy1.
5 5  :m G 0, m q a ) 0 and m , g ?, y s 0, .M V . M V .=CV .
X X XA*p q F ?, y p q aF ?, y q g ?, y *m s 0 in V , .  .  .y y y NV
X X XB*p q C ?, y , s p q a G ?, y , s q g ?, y *m s 0 on G , . .  .y y y NG
ssupp s ; Arg min H s, ¨ for almost all s g G , .a
¨gV
s .   .  . . where H ?, ¨ s H ?, y ? , ¨ , p ? , a supp s denotes the support of thea
s.measure s .
6.1. Approximate Optimality Conditions in Nonqualified Form
As already mentioned in the Introduction, we adapt the penalty method
w x  .owing to Berkovitz 4 to the relaxed control problem RP . Note that our
 .penalized function J defined below is different from that considered byeb
w x w xBerkovitz 4 and Medhin 13 for control problems of ordinary differential
equations in the presence of state constraints. The advantage is that
optimality conditions for the penalized problem are easier to obtain. To
 .prove that the minimum of the problem RP associated with J iseb eb
 .achieved in the interior of the constraint set C see Proposition 6.3 , wee
w xfollow the ideas in 17, Proposition 4.1 . However, we think that the end of
w xthe proof given in 17, Proposition 4.1 is not completely correct.
 .  .Let y, s be a solution of RP and consider the relaxed problem
defined by
inf J y , s N y , s g C , RP .  . 4  .eb e eb
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where
e b q5 5 5 5J y , s s J y , s q s y s q Ay q F ?, y .  .  .G q , Veb 2 q
b b qr 25 5 5 5q By q C ?, y , s q g ?, y , .  .r , G 2, Vr 2
Ä 5 5 5 5C s y , s g Y = V N y y y F e , s y s F e . . 5Y Ge
` .    ..Observe that, for every e ) 0, the sets B s , e s s g L G; M V Nw
Ä Ä5 5 4  .s y s F e and B s B s , e l V are compact and sequentially com-G e
`   ..pact for the weak-star topology of L G; M V .w
 .PROPOSITION 6.2. For e¨ery e ) 0 and e¨ery b ) 0, the problem RPeb
admits at least one solution.
  .  . 4Proof. Set j s inf J y, s N y, s g C . From assumptions on Feb eb e
 .   ..and G, j is finite. Let y , s ; C be such that J y , s con-eb n n n e eb n n n
verges to j . Since C is sequentially compact for the weak-star topologyeb e
Ä  .of Y = V , there exist a subsequence, still indexed by n, and y, s such
Ä .  .that y , s converges to y, s for the weak-star topology of Y = V .n n n
Propositions 4.3 and 4.5 and the sequential continuity of J give j seb
 .  .  .  .lim J y , s G J y, s . Thus y, s is a solution of RP .nª` eb n n eb eb
 .PROPOSITION 6.3. For e¨ery e ) 0, there exists b e such that
 .  .  .J y, s ) j s min RP for all y, s g C satisfying at least one of theeb e . e
following conditions:
5 5 5 5y y y s e , s y s s e .Y G
Proof. We argue by contradiction. Suppose that there exist e ) 0, a
 .  .sequence b converging to infinity, and a sequence y , s ; Cn n n n n e
satisfying
5 5 5 5J y , s F j and y y y s e or s y s s e . .  .Y Geb n n n nn
Ã  .Hence, if b s max 2, q, r , we obtain
qq r 25 5 5 5 5 5Ay q F ?, y q By q C ?, y , s q g ?, y .  .  .q , V r , G 2, Vn n n n n n
Ãb
F j y J y , s . 11 .  . .n nbn
Since C is weak-star sequentially compact, there exist a subsequence stille
Ä.  .  .  .indexed by n and y, s g Y = V , such that y , s converges to y, sn n n
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Äfor the weak-star topology of Y = V . Since the imbedding from Y into
q q .   . ..   . .C V is compact, the sequence y , g ?, y converges to y, g ?, yn n n
 .  .in C V = C V . From Proposition 4.5, it follows that
Ay q F ?, y © Ay q F ?, y weakly in Lq V , .  .  .n n
By q C ?, y , s © By q C ?, y , s weakly in Lr G . .  .  .n n n
Therefore, we have
qq r 25 5 5 5 5 5Ay q F ?, y q By q C ?, y , s q g ?, y .  .  .q , V r , G 2, V
5 5 q 5 5 rF lim inf Ay q F ?, y q By q C ?, y , s .  . q , V r , Gn n n n n
n
q 25 5q g ?, y . 42, Vn
Ãb C
F lim inf j y J y , s F lim inf s 0. . .n nb bn nn n
 .  .  .Thus, y, s is admissible for the relaxed problem RP and j s J y, s F
 .  .J y, s . On the other hand, since J y , s F j, we also haveeb n nn
e
5 5J y , s q s y s F j. 12 .  .Gn n n2
 .  .We know that the sequence y , s converges to y, s for the weak-starn n n
Ätopology of Y = V . Two cases must be considered.
Case 1. Let us suppose that there exists a subsequence extracted from
 . 5 5  .y , s , still indexed by n, such that s y s s e . From 12 , it followsGn n n n
 .  . 2J y, s F lim inf J y , s F j y e r2 - j and we get a contradiction.n n n
Case 2. If Case 1 is not satisfied, there exists a subsequence extracted
 . 5 5from y , s , still indexed by n, such that y y y s e . Let us setYn n n n
 .  .  .f s Ay q F ?, y and h s By q C ?, y , s . Since j y J y , s isn n n n n n n n n
 .bounded, from 11 it follows that
C C
5 5 5 5f F , h F ,q , V r , Gn nÃ Ã1r b 1r bb bn n
for some positive constant C independent of n. With Proposition 4.4, we
have
1
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5y y y F C f q h q s y s F C q s y s , .Y q , V r , G G Gn n n n nÃ1r b /bn
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which gives
1 C
5 5s y s G e y .Gn Ã1r b /C bn
 .For n large enough, with 12 , we obtain
e e 2
5 5s y s ) ) 0 and J y , s F j y - j. .Gn n n  /2C 4C
 .  .  .Therefore, J y, s F lim inf J y , s - j. This contradicts J y, s G j.n n n
Remark 6.4. Since j F j, an immediate consequence of Propositioneb
 .6.3 is that, for every e ) 0, there exists b e ) 0 such that every solution
 .  .y , s of RP satisfiese e eb e .
5 5 5 5y y y - e and s y s - e .Y Ge e
 .We now characterize the solutions of RP by an approximateeb e .
  . .Pontryagin principle b e is the positive number defined in Remark 6.4 .
 .  .THEOREM 6.5. Let y , s be a solution of RP . There exist p ge e eb e . e
1, t 1 .  .F W V , a G 0, and m g L V such that1Ft - NrNy1. e e
5 5a q m s 1 and m G 0,1, Ve e e
X X XA*p q F x , y p q a F x , y q m g x , y s 0 in V , .  .  .e y e e e y e e y e
X XB*p q C s, y , s p q a G s, y , s s 0 on G , .  .e y e e e e y e e
a G s, y , s y s q p C s, y , s y s ds q e G 0 .  . .H e e e e e e
G
Äfor e¨ery s in V .
 .Proof. 1 Let z be in Y. Due to Remark 6.4, there exists l ) 0 such0
< <  .  .that, for every l F l , the pair y q l z, s is admissible for RP .0 e e eb e .
 .  . < <  .Define S l s J y q l z, s for l F l . Since y , s is optimal fore eb e . e e 0 e e
 .RP , we haveeb e .
X X X0 s S 0 s F x , y z dx q G s, y , s z ds .  .  .H He y e y e e
V G
Xq Az q F x , y z p dx . Ã .H y e e
V
Xq Bz q C s, y , s z p ds . Ä .H y e e e
G
q Xqb e g x , y g x , y z dx , 13 .  . .  .H e y e
V
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where
qy2 q9< <p s b e Ay q F x , y Ay q F x , y g L V , .  . .  . .Ãe e e e e
ry2 r 9< <p s b e By q C s, y , s By q C s, y , s g L G . .  . .  .Ä  .e e e e e e e
q y1 q 5  .  . 5 .  .  . Let a s 1 q b e g ?, y , m s a b e g x, y notice that1, Ve e e e e
5 5 .a q m s 1 , and p be the unique weak solution of the boundary1, Ve e e
value problem
X X XA*p q F x , y p q a F x , y q m g x , y s 0 in V , 14 . .  .  .y e e y e e y e
X XB*p q C s, y , s p q a G s, y , s s 0 in G , 15 . .  .y e e e y e e
which satisfies the Green formula
 :  :p Az dx q p Bz ds s A*p , z q B*p , zH H M V .=C V . M G .=CG .e e e eb b
V G
16 .
 .  .  .for every z g Y. This Green formula, with 13 , 14 , and 15 , gives
Xp y a p Az q F x , y z dx .Ã .  .H e e e y e
V
Xq p y a p Bz q C s, y , s z ds s 0, .Ä .  .H e e e y e e
G
X  .for every z g Y. Since the mapping z ª Az q F ?, y z, Bz qy e
X q r . .  .  .C ?, y , s z is surjective from Y to L V = L G , we obtain p s a pÃy e e e e e
q r .  .in L V and p s a p in L G .Äe e e
Ä .2 Let s g V be an arbitrary boundary relaxed control. We set
` .  .  .   ..s t s s q t s y s , t g R. It is clear that s t g L G; M V . Fore e w
Ä .0 F t F 1, s t belongs to V . Moreover, there exists t ) 0 such that0
5  . 5  .   ..s t y s F e for every 0 F t F t ; and g b s J y , s t is wellG 0 e e , b e . e
defined for every 0 F t F t and achieves its minimum at t s 0. Hence, if0
X q. X q.g has a right-hand side derivate g 0 at t s 0, we must have g 0 G 0.e e e
 . 5  . 5 5 .  .5Let us set r t s s t y s s s y s q t s y s , t g R. TheG Ge e e
function r is well defined, convex, and thus admits a right-hand sidee
X  q.derivate r 0 at t s 0. From the convexity of r we havee e
X q 5 5 5 5 5 5r 0 F s y s y s y s F s y s F 2. . G G Ge e
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By a straightforward calculation we obtain
e
X Xq qg 0 s G s, y , s y s q p C s, y , s y s ds q r 0 G 0 .  . .  .Ä .He e e e e e e2G
Äfor every s g V ,
which leads to
ÄG s, y , s y s q p C s, y , s y s ds q e G 0 for every s g V .  .Ä .H e e e e e
G
and, thus
Äa G s, y , sys qp C s, y , sys dsqe G 0 for every sgV . .  . .H e e e e e e
G
6.2 Proof of Optimality Conditions in Nonqualified Form
 .Let e s 1rn and denote by y , s g C , a solution ofn n 1r n
RP b 1rn . In all that follows, we use the notation p , a , b , and . .1r n n n n
 .m instead of p , a , b 1rn , and m .n 1r n 1r n 1r n
Step 1: Con¨ergence Results. Theorem 4.6 gives
1, t5 5p W V .n
X X X5 5 5 5F C t a F ?, y q m g ?, y q a G ?, y , s .  .  .  . .1, V 1, Gn y n n y n n y n n
 .  .  .  .for every 1 F t - Nr N y 1 . The sequences m , y , and s aren n n n n n
1 1, tÄ .  .  .  .bounded in L V , C V , and V . Therefore p is bounded in W Vn n
 .for every 1 F t - Nr N y 1 . Then there exist a subsequence, still in-
1, t  .  .dexed by n, and p g F W V , such that p converges to1Ft - NrNy1. n n
1, t  .  .p for the weak topology of W V , for every 1 F t - Nr N y 1 . Thus,
q9 r 9 .  .  .  .p converges to p in L V and g p converges to g p in L G ,n n 0 n n 0
where g p is the trace of p. Besides, due to the definition of C , the0 1r n
Ä .  .sequence y , s converges to y, s for the strong topology of Y = V .n n n
With assumptions on F, C, F, and G we can easily see that
X X qF ?, y ª F ?, y and F ?, y ª F ?, y strongly in L V , .  .  . .  .n y n y
X X
C ?, y , s ª C ?, y , s and C ?, y , s ª C ?, y , s .  . .  .n n y n y
strongly in Lr G , .
X X 1F ?, y ª F ?, y and F ?, y ª F ?, y strongly in L V , .  .  . .  .n y n y
X XG ?, y , s ª G ?, y , s and G ?, y , s ª G ?, y , s .  . .  .n n y n n y
strongly in L1 G . .
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5 5On the other hand, a q m s 1. Then there exist subsequences,M V .n n
q .  .still indexed by n, a G 0, and m g M V such that a converges to an n
 .  .and m converges to m for the weak-star topology of M V . For everyn n
z g Y, we know that p satisfies the two equationsn
X XAz q F x , y z p dx q Bz q C s, y , s z p ds .  . .  .H Hy n n y n n n
V G
Xs a F x , y z dx .H n y n
V
X X :q a G s, y , s z ds q m , g ?, y z , . .H M V .=CV .n y n n n y n
G
X Xa D zD p q F x , y p z dx q C s, y , s p z ds .  .H Hi j i j n y n n y n n n /
V Gi , j
X Xs a F x , y z dx q a G s, y , s z ds .  .H Hn y n n y n n
V G
X :q m , g ?, y z . . M V .=CV .n y n
By passing to the limit in the above equalities, we prove that p is the
unique weak solution of the boundary value problem
X X XA*p q F ?, y p q aF ?, y q g ?, y *m s 0 in V , 17 .  .  .  .y y y NV
X X XB*p q C ?, y , s p q a G ?, y , s q g ?, y *m s 0 on G , 18 .  . .  .y y y NG
which satisfies the Green formula
 :  :pAz dx q pBz ds s z , A*p q z , B*p , 19 .H H C V .=M V . CG .=M G .b b
V G
for every z g Y m is the restriction of m to V and m is the restrictionV G
.of m to G .
Step 2: Pontryagin's Principle. We know that
1
a G s, y , s y s q p C s, y , s y s ds q G 0 .  . .H n n n n n n nG
Äfor every s in V .
By passing to the limit when n tends to infinity, we obtain
Äa G s, y , s y s q pC s, y , s y s ds G 0 for every s in V . .  . .H
G
20 .
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w x  .Applying Theorem 2K in 19 , the multimapping s ª M s s
 .Arg min H s, ¨ , is a measurable multimapping from G with compact¨ g V a
 .  .and nonempty values in P V the collection of all subsets of V . Thus M
 w x.admits a measurable selection ¨ see 19, Corollary 1C . Therefore dÄ ¨ ?.Ä
Äbelongs to V . To prove the pointwise Pontryagin principle, we argue by
contradiction. Suppose that there exists a measurable subset G ; G, such1
s c .   ..that meas G / 0 and supp s l Arg min H s, ¨ / B for every1 ¨ g V a
s g G , where Ac denotes the complementary set of A in V. Consider1
ss , s g G _ G ,1ss s  d , s g G .¨  s. 1Ä
s .  .Then, for every s g G , we have H s, d - H s, s . By integrating, we1 a ¨  s. aÄ
s s .  .  .obtain H H s, s ds - H H s, s ds. This contradicts 20 . Finally, ob-G a G a
serve that
5 5  :  :m q a s m , 1 q a s lim m , 1 q a s 1M V . M V .=CV . M V .=CV . /n n
nª`
 .  .and that for every z g C V satisfying z x F 0 on V, we have
 :m , z y g ?, y . M V .=CV .
 :s lim m , z y g ?, y . M V .=CV .n n
nª`
qs lim a b g x , y z x y g x , y x dx F 0. .  . .  .Hn n n n
nª` V
 : 4   .:Thus, 0 s max m, z N z F 0 F m, g ?, y F 0 andM V .=CV . M V .=CV .
the proof is complete.
7. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS IN QUALIFIED FORM
7.1. Strong Stability Condition
 .  .Let y, s be a solution of RP and let d ) 0. Set
Äinf J y , s N s g V and g x , y x F d for all x g V . RP .  .  . . 4s s d
 .The relaxed problem RP is strongly stable on the right if the following
assumption is satisfied.
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Assumption 7. There exist d ) 0 and l ) 0 such that0
w xinf RP y inf RP F ld for every d g 0, d . .  .d 0
THEOREM 7.1. If Assumption 7 is satisfied, then we can take a s 1 in the
statement of Theorem 6.1.
7.2. Exact Penalty
 .We first prove that y, s is a local solution of some penalized problem.
PROPOSITION 7.2. If Assumption 7 is satisfied, then there exists a positi¨ e
 .number r such that y, s is a solution to the problem
l lÄinf J y , s N s g B s ; r l V , RP .  .  . 5s
l q .  . 5  . 5  .  5 5 4where J y, s s J y, s q l g ?, y , B s ; r s s N s y s F r`, V G
is the ball of center s and radius r, and l is the constant in Assumption 7.
Proof. With Assumption 7 we have
min RP .
Ä w xs min J y , s q ld N s g V , g x , y x F d on V , d g 0, d .  . . 4s s 0
s min inf J y , s q ld N g x , y x F d on V , .  .  . s s
Äw xd g 0, d N s g V4 50
q Ä5 5s min J y , s q l g ?, y N s g V , .  . ` , Vs s
g x , y x F d on V . . . 4s 0
Ä  .Since the mapping s ª y is continuous from V into C V , there exists as
q5  . 5positive constant r ) 0 such that g ?, y F d for every s g`, Vs 0
Äw  . xB s ; r l V . Then we have
q Ä5 5min RP F inf J y , s q l g ?, y N s g B s ; r l V .  .  .  .` , V 5s s
ls inf RP F J y , s s min RP . .  . .
7.3. Regularization
 .  .For every 0 - e - min 1, r r is the constant of Proposition 7.2 , we
consider the penalized relaxed problem
inf J l y , s N y , s g C , RP l .  . 4  .eb e eb
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where
b ql 5 5J y , s s J y , s q Ay q F ?, y .  .  . q , Veb q
b er5 5 5 5q By q C ?, y , s q s y s . r , G Gr 2
eq 1re1re 5 5q l e q g ?, y . . .1r e , V
 .PROPOSITION 7.3. For e¨ery 0 - e - min 1, r and e¨ery b ) 0, the
 l .problem RP admits at least one solution.eb
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 6.2.
Remark 7.4. As in Section 6, we can prove that for every 0 - e -
l .  .  .  .min 1, r , there exists b e ) 0 such that every solution y , s of RPe e eb e .
5 5 5 5satisfies y y y - e and s y s - e .Y Ge e
7.4. Approximate Optimality Conditions in Qualified Form
We now prove an approximate Pontryagin principle in qualified form,
 l .   .satisfied by the solutions of RP b e is the positive number definedeb e .
.in Remark 7.4 .
l .  .THEOREM 7.5. Let y , s be a solution of RP . There exist p ge e eb e . e
1, t 1 .  .F W V and m g L V such that1Ft - NrNy1. e
5 5m F K and m G 0,1, Ve e
X X XA*p q F x , y p q F x , y q m g x , y s 0 in V , .  .  .e y e e y e e y e
X XB*p q C s, y , s p q G s, y , s s 0 on G , .  .e y e e e y e e
G s, y , s y s q p s C s, y , s y s ds q e G 0 . .  . .H e e e e e
G
Äfor e¨ery s in V ,
where K is a positi¨ e constant independent of e .
Proof. Let z g Y. By applying similar calculations as those in the proof
of Theorem 6.5, we have
X X X0 s F x , y z dx q G s, y , s z ds q Az q F x , y z p dx .  . . Ã .H H Hy e y e e y e e
V G V
X Xq Bz q C s, y , s z p ds q m g x , y z dx . . Ä .H Hy e e e e y e
G V
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and
ÄG s, y , s y s q p C s, y , s y s ds q e G 0 for every s g V , .  .Ä .H e e e e e
G
where
qy2 q9< <p s b e Ay q F x , y Ay q F x , y g L V , .  . .  . .Ãe e e e e
ry2 r 9< <p s b e By q C s, y , s By q C s, y , s g L G , .  . .  .Ä  .e e e e e e e
ey1 1rey1q q1re1re 5 5m s l e q g ?, y g x , y . .  . .1r e , Ve e e
As in the proof of Theorem 6.5, we prove that p s p a.e. in V andÃe e
p s p a.e. on G, where p is the solution ofÄe e e
X X XA*p q F x , y p q F x , y q m g x , y s 0 in V , .  .  .e y e e y e e y e
X XB*p q C s, y , s p q G s, y , s s 0 on G. .  .e y e e e y e e
Finally, by Holder's inequality, it follows thatÈ
 .1y1re 1re y1q q
5 5 5 5 5 5m F l g ?, y g ?, y .  . 4  41, V 1re , V 1re .y1, Ve e e
< < eF l V F K - q`
for every 0 - e - 1. The end of the proof is the same as in the proof given
for Theorem 6.5.
By passing to the limit when e tends to zero in the approximate
Pontryagin principle stated in Theorem 7.5, with similar arguments as
those of Section 6, we get Pontryagin's principle in qualified form as stated
in Theorem 7.1.
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